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What is normality?

simply normal

r ∈ [0, 1] is simply normal to base b if and only if every b-digit
has the same frequency in the expansion of r in base b

normal

r ∈ [0, 1] is normal to base b if and only if it is simply normal in
bases b, b2, b3, ...



What is differentiability?

differentiable

f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] non-decreasing is differentiable at x if and only
if

Df(r) = lim
h→0

f(r + h)− f(r)

h
= lim

h→0

µ(f([r, r + h]))

µ([r, r + h])

converges to a finite value.

differentiable

f : bω → bω non-decreasing is differentiable at x if and only if

Df(x) = lim
n→∞

µ(f((x � n)bω))

µ((x � n)bω)

converges to a finite value.



What links differentiability and normality?

finite-state computable

f : bω → bω is finite-state computable if there is a finite-state
transducer F = 〈b,Q, q0, δ, o〉 without λ output cycles such that
for every n, o∗(q0, x � n) is a prefix of f(x).

finite-state computable

f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is finite-state computable in base b if and only if
there is a finite-state computable g : bω → bω such that for
every x ∈ bω, v(g(x)) = f(v(x)).

v : bω → [0, 1]

v(x) =
∑
i

x[i]b−i



Examples {0, 1}ω → {0, 1}ω

double bits

f
0 7→ 00
1 7→ 11

q0
0/00
1/11

division by 2

f
1n0 7→ 01n

1ω 7→ 01ω

q0 q10/0

1/0

1/1

0/1

compress zeroes

f
00 7→ 0
01 7→ 10
10 7→ 110
11 7→ 111

q0q1 q2

0/λ 1/11

0/0
1/10

0/0
1/1



Differentials and finite-state computation

F = 〈b,Q, q0, δ, o〉 computes f

Fq = 〈b,Q, q , δ, o〉 computes fq

Df(x) = lim
n→∞

µ(f((x � n)bω))

µ((x � n)bω)

lim
n→∞

µ(o∗(q0, x � n)fδ∗(q0,x�n)(b
ω))

µ((x � n)bω)

lim
n→∞

b−|o
∗(q0,x�n)|µ(fδ∗(q0,x�n)(b

ω))

b−|x�n|µ(bω)

lim
n→∞

bn−|o
∗(q0,x�n)|µF,δ∗(q0,x�n)



Differentials and finite-state computation

Df(x) = lim
n→∞

bn−|o
∗(q0,x�n)|µF,δ∗(q0,x�n)

Difficulties

Definition has lim instead of lim inf: cannot just work on k
digits at a time for large k

Replace with cycle analysis: input strings form a maximal
prefix free set, but output strings do not

division by 2

f
1n0 7→ 01n

1ω 7→ 01ω

1n0 is maximal prefix free,
but 01n is not

compress zeroes

f
00 7→ 0 10 7→ 110
01 7→ 10 11 7→ 111

Df((0010)ω) oscilates



Meaning of differential

logbDf(x) = lim
n→∞

n− |o∗(q0, x � n)|+ logb µF,δ∗(q0,x�n)

− logb µF,q measures the information stored at q

Proposition

Df(x) = k > 0 means f “growth rate” is k around x

f(x) � (n− logb k) can be calculated from x � n
f((x � n)bω) ⊆ (f(x) � (n− logb k))bω

Df(x) = 0 means f “growth rate” is asymptotically 0
around x

∀c, f(x) � (n+ c) can be calculated from x � n
∀c, f((x � n)bω) ⊆ (f(x) � (n+ c))bω



What links differentiability and normality?

Main Theorem

For a sequence x ∈ bω, the following are equivalent:

1 v(x) is normal to base b.

2 Every non-decreasing function f : bω → bω finite-state
computable is differentiable at x.

3 Every non-decreasing function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] finite-state
computable in base b is differentiable at v(x).

Proof sketch

Prove

1 ⇒ 2

2 ⇒ 3

3 ⇒ 1 via ¬ 1 ⇒ ¬ 3



What links differentiability and normality?

Main Theorem

For a sequence x ∈ bω, the following are equivalent:

1 v(x) is normal to base b.

2 Every non-decreasing function f : bω → bω finite-state
computable is differentiable at x.

3 Every non-decreasing function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] finite-state
computable in base b is differentiable at v(x).

1 ⇒ 2

differential cannot diverge (via incompressibility)

if n− |o∗(q0, x � n)| diverges, differential is 0

b|s|−|o
∗(q,s)|µF,q = µF,q if δ∗(q, s) = q

b|s|−|o
∗(q,s)|µF,q = µF,δ∗(q,s) for some visited q

eventually all terms in the sequence Df have the same
value



What links differentiability and normality?

Main Theorem

For a sequence x ∈ bω, the following are equivalent:

1 v(x) is normal to base b.

2 Every non-decreasing function f : bω → bω finite-state
computable is differentiable at x.

3 Every non-decreasing function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] finite-state
computable in base b is differentiable at v(x).

2 ⇒ 3

show that

lim
h→0

µ(f([r, r + h]))

µ([r, r + h])
= lim

n→∞

µ(g((x � n)bω))

µ((x � n)bω)

take [r, r + h] as the disjoint union of numerable cones sbω

all sbω have equal µ(f(sbω))/µ(sbω), so do their union



What links differentiability and normality?

Main Theorem

For a sequence x ∈ bω, the following are equivalent:

1 v(x) is normal to base b.

2 Every non-decreasing function f : bω → bω finite-state
computable is differentiable at x.

3 Every non-decreasing function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] finite-state
computable in base b is differentiable at v(x).

¬ 1 ⇒ ¬ 3

build a compressor of x, replacing Huffman by Hu-Tucker

take long blocks to “fade” excess and retain compression

Hu-Tucker ensures the function is increasing

compression makes function diverge at x



In perspective

Lebesgue Theorem

Every non-decreasing function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is differentiable
at almost every real r.

Brattka-Miller-Nies computable version

Every non-decreasing computable function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is
differentiable at computably random reals r.

Our FS computable versions

Every non-decreasing finite-state computable function
f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1]
f : bω → bω

is differentiable at normal
reals r.
sequences x.
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